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Abstract. Fair-queuing schedulers provide clients with bandwidth orlatency
guarantees provided they are well-behavedi.e. the requested service is always
within strict predefined limits. Violation of the service bounds results in nullifi-
cation of the performance guarantees of the misbehaving client.
In this paper we relax this notion of good behavior and present a generalized ser-
vice model that takes the current system load into consideration. Consequently
clients may opportunistically consume more than their contracted service without
losing future performance guarantees, if doing so will not penalize well-behaved
clients. We present a new algorithm RFQ (Redemptive Fair Queuing) along with
a generalized traffic model called the Deficit Token Bucket (DTB). RFQ incorpo-
rates the notion of redemption, whereby a misbehaving client may be rejuvenated
and regain its performance guarantees. We characterize theconditions for rejuve-
nating a client, and prove that RFQ meets its performance guarantees in the DTB
model.

1 Introduction

The popularity of hosted application services, and benefitsin cost, energy, and man-
ageability of a shared infrastructure has spurred interestin server virtualization and
storage consolidation technologies [1, 2]. This has created the need for flexible and
robust resource management strategies for client isolation and QoS provisioning in
shared server systems [3].Resource schedulingis used to provide each workload with
the abstraction of having its own dedicated server, while flexibly sharing server capac-
ity to handle bursts or low latency requests. A client’s performance requirements are
usually expressed by a combination ofthroughputand latencyconstraints. Through-
put refers to the average rate of service completion, while latency or response time is
the interval between the arrival time of a request and the time it completes service.
A database workload, for instance, may have strict responsetime requirements for its
transactions, whereas a back-up or other file transfer application might care more about
overall throughput than the latency of individual requests.

The Service Level Agreement (SLA) of clientci has three parameters (σi ,ρi ,δi ): ρi

is theaverage(long term) service demand ofci , theburst parameterσi specifies the
allowable instantaneous deviation fromρi (as made precise later), andδi is a bound
on thelatencyof its requests. The scheduler aims to provideci a throughput ofρi and
a response time guarantee ofδi as long asci is well-behaved (i.e. honors its SLA as



defined precisely later). In current models [4–6] a client isconsideredwell-behaved
if in everytime interval of sizeT ≥ 0, the total amount of service requested is upper
bounded byU(T) = σi + ρi × T. Such an arrival model is also known as the token
bucket model [7] with parametersσi andρi. Well-behaved clients restrict the amount
of service requested in any time interval (either voluntarily or by request dropping) in
return for receiving guaranteed response times.

A major drawback of current QoS schedulers is their fragility with respect to errant
client behavior. If a client violates its SLA by requesting more thanU(T) service inany
intervalT, the deadline guarantees for the client are effectively nullified. Unfortunately,
this nullification is not restricted to just the offending requests but can persist indefi-
nitely into the future. (See Example 1 in Section 2). In a practical setting this restriction
is unacceptable. When the server has unused capacity (sincenot every client is sending
at the maximum rate at all times), it is desirable to allow clients who can use the excess
service to do so, without penalizing them in the future for their use of spare capacity. A
robust model should distinguish between benign violationsof input limits (as when a
client merely utilizes spare capacity) from critical violations where the client should be
penalized to prevent it from encroaching on the shares of other clients.

In this paper we make the following contributions: (a) we define a dynamic traf-
fic model called the Deficit Token Bucket (DTB) model. DTB allows one to define
a weaker notion of well-behaved clients that distinguishesbetween benign and crit-
ical arrival violations; (b) we present a new scheduling algorithm RFQ (Redemptive
Fair Queuing) that provides performance guarantees under this weaker model of well-
behaved clients, and includes mechanisms to accelerate therehabilitation of a misbe-
having client; (c) we provide an algorithm for proportionate bandwidth allocation by
modifying certain parameters of RFQ. The resulting algorithm achieves the optimal
worst case fairness index [8], an important measure of the quality of a fair-queuing
scheduler. Note that RFQ meets its deadlines in all situations where the existing sched-
ulers do, in addition to situations where the latter do not. We believe this is the first
algorithm which can successfully distinguish between benign and critical use of spare
capacity, that allows better server utilization and greater flexibility for the clients.

2 Relation to Previous Work

Formal work related to Fair Queuing algorithms for QoS-based resource allocation
falls into two categories. First is a class of scheduling algorithms for proportionate
bandwidth allocation such as PGPS [9], Virtual Clock [10], WFQ [11, 12],WF2Q [8],
SFQ [13], SCFQ [14], Leap Forward Virtual Clock [15], Latency-rate Servers [16],
Greedy Fair Queuing [17], Elastic Round Robin [18], and TimeShare Scheduling [19],
which guarantee weight-proportional throughput to clients by dividing up the server
bandwidth fairly between them. A fundamental limitation ofthese algorithms is the
strong coupling between their throughput and response timeguarantees. The latency of
a client’s requests is fixed by its bandwidth allocation, resulting in over-provisioning
for clients with low throughput and low latency requirements. A corollary to this is the
inability of these algorithms to handle bursts effectively. The algorithms do not distin-
guish a client that sends its requests at a uniform rate from aclient sends the requests



in periodic bursts, as long as the average request rates are the same. Both clients will
receive the same bandwidth allocation, but the bursty client will incur large latencies.
On the other hand, an algorithm with independent latency andthroughput controls can
schedule the requests to be sensitive to the latencies.

The second class of scheduling algorithms [4–6, 20, 21] are latency-sensitive in
that both throughput and response time constraints may be independently specified pro-
vided certain capacity constraints are met. The fundamental result in this regard is the
SCED [4,5] algorithm to schedule workloads specified by a given set of service curves
that meet the capacity constraints. However, this solutionand its successors have the
fundamental drawback that a client that uses spare capacitymay get starved in the fu-
ture when resource contention is high. We present a detailedexample below to show
the issue of starvation and the possibility for indefinite response time penalties in the
SCED algorithm. In the example tag refers to the value assigned to a request that is used
as a scheduling priority. Tags are spaced by the inverse of the throughputρi whenci is
backlogged; the scheduler dispatches requests to the server in the order of these tags.
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Fig. 1.c1 is starved during [2,3] for using spare capacity during [1,2]

Example 1: Consider a system with two clientsc1 andc2 with throughput require-
mentsρ1 = ρ2 = 50 req/s. Assume the system capacity is 100 req/s. Suppose that c1

sends a burst of 200 requests att = 0, and then sends requests at its desired rate of 50
req/s fromt = 2 onwards. Suppose thatc2 is idle till t = 2, sends a burst of 100 requests
att = 2, and then sends requests at a steady rate of 50 req/s aftert = 3. The input profiles
are shown in Figure 1.

Now in the interval [0,2], c1 can utilizes the capacity unused byc2 and will receives
100 req/s instead of its stipulated rate of 50 req/s. All these 200 requests will complete
service byt = 2, but its tags (that are spaced apart by 1/ρi = 1/50) will have reached a
value of 200 x 1/50= 4 (much higher than the real time). Hence future requests ofc1

arriving aftert = 2 will have tags beginning at 4 and increasing in increments of 1/50.
Whenc2 becomes active at timet = 2, the 100 requests ofc2 will receive tags starting
at 2 and spaced by 1/50; all these tags are less than the tags of the pending requests of
c1. Hence,c2 will get all the service, and complete its burst of 100 requests in 1 second
at t = 3, starvingc1 of any service in this interval, After timet = 3 the requests ofc1

andc2 are interleaved, since the tags of bothc1 andc2 now begin at 4 and are separated
by 1/50. However, requests ofc1 have been pending sincet = 2 and therefore these and
all future requests ofc1 incur a latency of at least 1 second.

A better schedule can be constructed as follows. Serve the 200 requests ofc1 in
the interval [0,2] as before. Fromt = 2 onwards, give bothc1 andc2 their guaranteed



service rate of 50 req/s by interleaving the requests ofc1 and c2. This ensures that
neitherc1 nor c2 will be starved of service, and that all requests ofc1 arriving after
t = 2 will be served without delay. Note thatc2 missing its deadlines is justified since
it is requesting more than its share during a period when there is no spare capacity in
the system. In contrast, in the traditional fair schedulerc1 misses deadlines indefinitely
even though its only excess is to use unused service capacitybetween [0,2]. Our recent
algorithmpClock [6] provided a solution to this problem, and showed empirically that
it was able to avoid starvation in many cases. However, the formal conditions under
which spare capacity can be safely used were no stronger thanearlier results.

3 Model and Definitions

The system provides shared service to a set ofm clients,ci ,1 ≤ i ≤ m. Each request
brings in a demand for a specified amount of service (e.g. IO requests, CPU time etc.).
Clients’ requests are held in private queues, and are dispatched to the server one at-a-
time by the scheduler. The server capacity denoted by C is therate at which it provides
service. Time is represented by discrete time stepst = 0,1,2, · · · . The SLA parameters
of ci are denoted by (σi ,ρi ,δi ). The size of the request made byci at timet is denoted
by si(t), 0≤ si(t)≤ σi . The total amount ofservice requestedby ci in the interval[a,b],
is denoted by thearrival functionRi(a,b) = ∑b

t=a si(t). The amount ofservice provided
to ci in the interval [a,b] is denoted bySi(a,b). A client is backlogged at some time
instant if it has one or more requests pending in the queue or currently in service.

Definition 1. Thebacklog Bi(t) of a client ci at time t is defined as Bi(t) = Ri(0,t)−
Si(0, t). Client ci is said to bebackloggedat time t if Bi(t) > 0. A system busy period
is a maximal-sized time interval during which at least one client is backlogged. The
maximum size of any request is denoted by Rmax. Themaximum service time of a
request is denoted byε = Rmax/C.

Requests are classified as eithergood or bad based on two factors: (i) the total
amount of service requested by the client relative to its SLAparameters, and (ii) the
actual rate at which the client has received service. Good requests will be serviced
within their stipulated response time, while bad requests cannot be guaranteed. This is
the fundamental point of departure from previous schemes. In earlier models only the
first factor is used to classify requests, while in our new model the load of the server
is implicitly taken into account. If the server has sufficient capacity to absorb extra
service without hurting the other clients, then future requests of this client are classified
as good, and compete fairly with the other clients.

In order to classify requests we use a modified form of a token bucket algorithm [7].
For a client with arrival parametersσ andρ we refer to it as (σ ,ρ)-DTB (Deficit Token
Bucket) model. Initially the bucket containsσ tokens. A request of sizes will reduce
the number of tokens in the bucket bys. If this results in the number of tokens becoming
negative the request is classified asbad; else the request isgood. The bucket is contin-
ually refilled with tokens at the constant rate ofρ but the maximum number of tokens
is capped atσ . In addition, at asynchronization point, the number of tokens of a client
ci with no current backlogis increased toσi . Intuitively a synchronization point detects



that there is unused server capacity and makes it available to clients. Clients that have
a backlog are still paying the price for past misbehavior andtherefore no tokens are
added to their buckets.

Each clientci is controlled by its own (σi ,ρi)-DTB. Figure 2 shows the number of
tokens as they change in DTB model. The solid line shows the total number of tokens
accumulated and the dotted line shows the total service requested as a function of time.
The difference between the two is the tokens available at that time instant. If the total
service requested exceeds the cumulative tokens (e.g.beyond timea), the number of
tokens will be negative. On the other hand, if a client gets idle the number of tokens
will continue to increase at a rateρi , but will be capped atσi .
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Fig. 2. DTB model for a clientci

Definition 2. A request from ci of size s that arrives when the number of tokens in its
bucket is at least s isgood; else the request isbad. Client ci is well-behavedin the
interval [a,b] if all its requests that arrive in the interval are good; elseit is said to
misbehavein that interval.

Service guarantees can only be met if admission control ensures that the system
has sufficient capacity to meet requirements of admitted clients. Alower-boundon the
system capacity, referred to as theSystem Capacity Constraint, is stated below. This
is derived by considering the situation in which all clientsci ,1≤ i ≤ m, simultaneously
send their maximum bursts (σi) at t = 0, followed by sending requests continuously
at their designated throughput rates (ρi). If any of the inequalities in Definition 3 is
violated, at least one request in the above arrival set will miss its deadline. The first
constraint is needed to ensure that allci can receive throughputρi . The second constraint
follows by noting that fork ≤ i, ck must completeσk + ρk(δi − δk) amount of service
by δi for it to meet its deadlines.

Definition 3. Let the clients be arranged in order of non decreasing latencies, repre-
sented byδ1 ≤ δ2 ≤ ·· · ≤ δm.

TheSystem Capacity Constraintis defined by the following equations:

∑
∀i

ρi ≤C (1)



∀ i ,
i

∑
k=1

σk + ρk(δi − δk) ≤C× δi (2)

In Section 5, we show that these conditions are alsosufficientto guarantee that no
good requests are delayed.

4 Scheduling Algorithm RFQ

The algorithmRFQ is based on tagging requests to reflect their scheduling priority.
Each request receives astart tagand afinish tag. The start tags determine eligibility
of requests for scheduling; at any instant, only requests with start tags no more than
the current time are eligible. Among eligible requests the one with the smallest finish
tag is chosen and dispatched to the server. Pseudo code of algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 1 below.

Request Arrival:1

Let ta be arrival time, of requestr from ci ;2

UpdateNumtokens( );3

ComputeTags( );4

Request Completion:1

Let tc be time the current request completes;2

AdjustTags ( );3

Dispatch( );4

Algorithm 1 : RFQ algorithm

There are two actions performed by the scheduler on a requestarrival:UpdateNum-
tokensimplements the DTB model by updating the number of availabletokens for this
client; ComputeTagsassigns start and finish tags to the request to be used by the dis-
patcher. When a request completes service two actions are again required:AdjustTagsis
used for synchronizing tags with real time and rejuvenatingclients as necessary, while
routineDispatchis used to select the next request to send to the server. Thesecompo-
nents are detailed in Algorithms 2 and 3.

UpdateNumtokens: For each clientci , the routine maintains a variablenumtokensi
that tracks the amount of tokens in its bucket at an arrival instant. The initial value
of numtokensi is set toσi at the start of a system busy period. The amount of tokens
increases at the uniform rate ofρi. Hence in an interval of∆ seconds it will be incre-
mented by∆ × ρi , but the total amount of tokens is capped atσi .

Compute Tags:This routine assignsstart andfinish tags (Sr
i andF r

i respectively)
to the requestr arriving from ci . The value assigned to the start tagSr

i depends on
whether the request is good or bad. Let the size of the requestbe si . If the request is
good (numtokensi ≥ si), Sr

i is set to the current timet. The start tag of a bad request
is set to a time in the future, specifically the earliest time at which the bucket would
have accumulatedsi tokens if there are no further withdrawals. If there aren≥ 0 tokens
currently in the bucket, the additional (si −n) tokens required will be accumulated in a
further (si − n)/ρi time. The conditionn < 0 signifies that there are pending requests
with start tags beyond the current time; the request needs toearnsi tokens and join the



end of the queue of pending requests. This is done by setting is start tag tosi/ρi beyond
the largest start tag ofci at this time.F r

i is set to the sum ofSr
i and the latency boundδi .

The count of tokens for the client is decremented by the service required (si), and the
number of pending requests for the client is updated. The variablesMinSi andMaxSi

track the smallest and largest start tags ofci respectively, and are updated as necessary.

UpdateNumtokens:
On arrival of requestr of sizesi from clientci at timeta;
Let ∆ = ta − the arrival time of the previous request ofci ;
numtokensi += ∆ ×ρi ;
if (numtokensi > σi) then

numtokensi = σi

ComputeTags:
On arrival of requestr of sizesi from clientci at timeta;
if (numtokensi ≥ si) then

Sr
i = ta;

else
if (numtokensi > 0) then

Sr
i = ta +(si −numtokensi )/ρi ;

else
Sr

i = MaxSi +si/ρi

MaxSi = Sr
i ;

F r
i = Sr

i + δi ;
numtokensi = numtokensi −si ;
backlogi = backlogi +1;
if (backlogi = 1) then

MinSi = Sr
i

Algorithm 2 : Components of RFQ algorithm at request arrival

AdjustTags: The routine checks for the condition where the start tags ofall pend-
ing requests are greater than the current timetc. We call this asynchronization point.
Rather than allowing the tags to keep running ahead of real time (which is the funda-
mental cause for starvation; see Example 1 of Section 2), thealgorithm synchronizes
the backlogged clients and the idle clients. At a synchronization point, the algorithm
shifts the tag values of all requests at the server by a fixed amount, so that the smallest
start tag after the adjustment coincides with the current time tc. The relative values of
the tags are not changed: they just shift as a block by an offset equal to the difference
between the smallest start tag in the system and the current time. Since new clients will
begin their tags from the current time as well, all clients compete fairly from this point
on, avoiding starvation. Note that an implementation just needs to maintain an offset
value equal to the the shift amount, and does not need to explicitly alter each tag.



The occurrence of a synchronization point also indicates that there is spare server
capacity that can be reallocated without risking future guarantees. Hence the routine
also checks if there are any clients that can be rejuvenated.If client ci at a synchroniza-
tion point has a backlog of zero, then it can be rejuvenated and the number of tokens is
changed toσi .

Note that this shift in tag values and infusion of tokens by rejuvenation raises the
possibility that some clients may now miss their deadlines,since more requests are
pushed into a given time interval. However, as we show in Theorem 1 the readjustment
of tags does not result in any missed deadlines, since it exactly compensates for the
spare capacity detected by the synchronization point.

Dispatch: This routine is invoked on the completion of each request. It selects a
pending request to dispatch to the server.E is the set ofeligible requestsconsisting of
the requests whose start tags are less than or equal to the current time. Note that the
AdjustTagsroutine guarantees thatE is not empty as long as there is at least one request
in the system, by forcing a synchronization if necessary. From the eligible requests,
the one with the earliest finish tag is selected for service. The number of pending re-
quests (backlogk) and minimum start tag (MinSk) of the selected clientck are updated
appropriately.

AdjustTags:
Let A be the set of currently backlogged clients at timetc;
if (∀ j ∈ A, MinSj > t) then

mindrift = minj∈A {MinSj − tc};
∀ j ∈ A, Subtractmindrift from MinSj , MaxSj and allstartandfinish tags;
∀ j /∈ A, numtokensj = σ j ;

Dispatch:
On completion of request from clientci at timetc;
Let E be the set of pending requests with start tags no more thantc;
FromE, select the requestw with minimum finish tag and dispatch it to the server. Let
the chosen request be from clientck;
backlogk = backlogk −1;
if (backlogk > 0) then

Let the start tag of the next pending request ofck beSr
k;

MinSk = Sr
k;

Algorithm 3 : Components of RFQ algorithm on request completion

5 Proof of Correctness

In this section we provide a proof of the scheduling guarantees of RFQ. We will show
that if the system capacity satisfies the constraints noted in Definition 3, then every good
request will meet its deadline. Note that the definition of good requests includes clients
that may have misbehaved in the past, but have since been rejuvenated.



Definition 4. A synchronization point is a departure instant t at which all start tags
are greater than t. Immediately after the synchronization,the minimum start tag is t and
every flow with zero backlog at t is rejuvenated so that it hasσi tokens.

Lemma 1. If a good request completes service before the finish tag assigned to it by
RFQ, then the request meets its latency bound.

Proof. Consider a requestr of ci that arrives at some time instantt. Since the request is
good, RFQ will set its start tag to the arrival timet and the finish tag tot + δi . Hence if
r finishes service by its finish tag, it meets its latency bound.

Lemma 2. Consider an interval[a,a+ τ] in which a is a synchronization point and
there are no more synchronization points between a and a+ τ. For any ci , the amount
of its service that is assigned start tags in the interval[a,a+ τ], is upper bounded by
σi + τ ×ρi.

Proof. (Sketch) Within the interval there is no adjustment of tags or addition of tokens
through rejuvenation. Recall that start tags are assigned so that a request has to pay for
the service it requests by either getting the tokens from thebucket or delaying the start
tag till it generates the required number of tokens, at the rateρi . Since there are at most
σi tokens initially in the bucket, the result follows.

Lemma 3. For any time interval[a,b] in which a is a synchronization point and there
are no synchronization points between a and b, the total amount of service with start
tags greater than or equal to a and finish tags less than or equal to b, is no more than
C× (b−a).

Proof. Without loss of generality, let the clients be indexed in non-decreasing order of
their latencies so that for any two clientsci andc j , 1≤ i < j ≤ m implies thatδi ≤ δ j .
Let n≤ m be the largest index such thatδi ≤ b−a.

Consider a clientci , i ≤ n. Since there are no synchronization points in (a,b], tags
are not changed by AdjustTags at any time during this interval. Since a request ofci

with finish tag less than or equal tob must have its start tag no more thanb− δi, we
must bound the amount of service ofci with start tags in the interval [a,b− δi]. From
Lemma 2, the amount of service with start tags in the intervalis upper bounded by
σi +(b− δi −a)ρi. For clients with indexj > n, the amount of such service is 0.

Summing the bounds over all the clients, the amount of service is bounded by:

n

∑
i=1

(σi + ρi(b−a− δi)) (3)

Now from the Capacity Constraint equation 2 applied to the casei = n we have:

n

∑
k=1

σk +
n

∑
k=1

(δn− δk)ρk ≤C× δn (4)

Applying equation 1 of the Capacity Constraint to the non-negative intervalb−a− δn

we have
n

∑
k=1

(b−a− δn)ρk ≤C× (b−a− δn) (5)



Combining equations 4 and 5 we get:

n

∑
k=1

σk +
n

∑
k=1

(b−a− δk)ρk ≤C× (b−a) (6)

Hence, the service required (Equation 3) is bounded byC× (b−a).

Theorem 1. Consider the set of requests of ci that arrive during an interval in which
it is well behaved. The irrespective of the behavior of otherclients, all these requests
have a latency bounded byδi + ε.

Proof. We will prove the theorem by contradiction. LetΓ denote the set of requests of
ci that arrive in the interval. Since all requests in this interval are good the finish tag and
the deadlines are the same. Assume to the contrary that a request inΓ with a finish tag
td completes later than timetd + ε.

Let t0 be the start of the system busy period in whichtd occurs. Lett be the last time
instant beforetd during which a request having finish tag greater than or equalto td
begins service. If there is no such request it follows that all requests that are serviced in
the interval [t0, td] have finish tags no more thantd. Since the start tags of these requests
are greater than or equal tot0, from Lemma 3 we know that all these requests can be
serviced in the interval [t0, td], which contradicts our assumption proving the theorem.

Otherwisetd > t ≥ t0. Since a request with finish tag greater than or equal totd
begins service at timet, it implies that there were no eligible requests with finish times
less thantd at t.

Partition the requests ofΓ into two sets. LetP be the set of eligible requests at time
t (i,ehaving a start tag less than or equal tot), andQ be the set of request with start tags
greater thant. The request scheduled att must be fromP and since it has a finish tag
greater thantd, either this was the only request inP or all requests ofP must have finish
tags greater thantd. In both these cases, no additional request ofP can be scheduled
beforetd. This is because in the first case there are no more requests, and in the second
case it would contradict the definition of timet (i.e. the last instant beforetd when a
request with deadline aftertd is scheduled). Hence the only requests scheduled between
t andtd are one request fromP and requests fromQ. Since the requests ofQ have start
tags greater thant the service required by the requests ofQ with deadlinetd or less, is
bounded byC× (td − t) by Lemma 3. The service required by the request ofP that was
scheduled att is no more thanC× ε. Adding this to the service bound onQ, the total
service required aftert is no more thanC× (td− t + ε). Hence all of these requests will
finish bytd + ε – a contradiction.

5.1 RFQ as a Pure Bandwidth Allocator

We now show how to modify RFQ to act as a pure bandwidth allocator. We ignoreσi

andnumtokensi and assignδi = si/ρi , wheresi is the size of the current request of client
ci . We simplify ComputeTagsto ignore the different conditions based onnumtokens,
and instead to always assign tags as follows:Sr

i = max{ta,MaxSi}, F r
i = Sr

i + δi and
MaxSi = Sr

i +si/ρi. Similar as before, the scheduling is done using the minimumfinish
tag from the set of eligible requests.



In this case, the latency encountered by any request (referred to as theintrinsic
delay) should ideally depend on the total service in its queue (including this request)
and its guaranteed rate of service only, and not on the other clients [8]. We show below
that RFQ meets these bounds.

Theorem 2. The intrinsic delay of a request r from client ci arriving at time τ is
bounded byQi (τ)

Cwi
+ εi , where wi is ci ’s share of system capacity,i.e. wi = ρi/(∑∀ j ρ j),

Qi(τ) is the amount of service pending in queue of ci at timeτ, andεi is a parameter
independent of the other clients in the system.

Proof. (Sketch) Let the total service of all pending requests ofci includingr beQi(τ).
From the assignment it can be seen thatr will get a finish tag no more thanτ +
Qi(τ)/ρi + si/ρi, were si is the size of last completed request ofci . We count the
total amount of pending service from clientsc j , j 6= i, with finish tags no more than
τ + Qi(τ)/ρi + si/ρi . Now either all the start tags from other clients are higher than
τ −Rmax/C (which means that no one was eligible for scheduling) or the finish tags are
≥ τ +si/ρi. In the first case, the total service requested by clientc j with finish tags in
the interval is bounded byρ j ×(Qi(τ)/ρi +si/ρi +Rmax/C). At most these requests will
be serviced beforer completes. The total amount of service from the tagged requests of
all clients is bounded by (((Qi(τ)+ si)/ρi)+ Rmax/C)Σ jρ j ≤ (Qi(τ)+ si)/wi + Rmax.
The time required to service this is bounded by:(Qi(τ)+Rmax)/(Cwi)+Rmax/C. Thus
we get a bound for the maximum delay as:Qi(τ)/(Cwi)+εi , whereεi = Rmax/(Cwi)+
Rmax/C.

In second case we know that all the requests with finish tag≤ τ + si/ρi will be
able to finish by the timeτ +si/ρi, becauseC≥ ∑∀k ρk. Thus the total amount of finish
tags in the interval[τ +si/ρi,τ +Qi(τ)/ρi +si/ρi] from all clients is again bounded by
(Qi(τ)Σ j 6=iρ j . The overall bound in this case would beQi(τ)/(Cwi)+Rmax/(Cwi).

6 Conclusions

We presented a novel algorithm RFQ to provide independent bandwidth and latency
guarantees to multiple clients sharing a server. Our algorithm improves upon previous
schemes significantly by differentiating between benign and critical overuse of server
resources. In doing so, we presented the DTB traffic model (deficit token bucket) and
the RFQ scheduling algorithm, that provide a more relaxed characterization of client
behavior. In this model a misbehaving client can be forgivenfor exceeding its contracted
limit on service requests, if the system determines that it will not affect the guarantees
made to any well-behaved client. This flexibility allows clients to use spare capacity
without fear of penalty, increasing system utilization andproviding greater scheduling
flexibility. We provided a formal model to characterize thisbehavior analytically. We
also show its superior properties over existing schemes empirically in [6] and in the full
version of this paper.
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